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SECTION V
General
All standard screw conveyor components are manufactured in conformity with Industry Standards. Special components are usually designed and manufactured to the particular job specifications.
Screw conveyors may be ordered either as complete units or by individual components. Complete units are normally shop
assembled and then match marked and disassembled for shipment and field re-assembly. When components only are ordered,
shipment is made as ordered, and these components must be sorted out and aligned in field assembly.
Because shop assembled screw conveyors are pre-aligned and match marked at the factory, they are easier to assemble in the
field and require the minimum installation time. When individual components are ordered, more careful alignment and assembly are
required. More time is required for field installation. Assembly bolts are not included with parts orders but are included with preassembled units.
Caution: All Conveyors must be assembled and maintained in accordance with this section. Failure to follow these instructions may result in serious personal injury or property damage.

Installation
Receiving
Check all assemblies or parts with shipping papers and inspect for damage. Specifically check for dented or bent trough, bent
flanges, bent flighting, bent pipe or hangers or damaged bearings. If any components are severely damaged in shipment, claims
should be filed immediately with the carrier.

Erection
For shop assembled conveyors, units are match marked and shipped in longest sections practical for shipment. Field assembly
can be accomplished by connecting match marked joints, and in accordance with packing list, and/or drawing if applicable. In field
erection, the mounting surfaces for supporting the conveyor must be level and true so there is no distortion in the conveyor. Shims
or grout should be used when required. Check for straightness as assembly is made.
For conveyor assemblies purchased as parts or merchandise, assemble as follows: Place conveyor troughs in proper sequence
with inlet and discharge spout properly located. Connect the trough flanges loosely. Do not tighten bolts. Align the trough bottom center-lines perfectly using piano wire (or equivalent) then tighten flange bolts. Tighten all anchor bolts.

Piano Wire — Stretch

Angle Clip

Trough Joint
Assembly of conveyor screws should always begin at the thrust end. If the unit does not require a thrust unit, assembly
should begin at the drive end. If a thrust end is designated, assemble trough end and thrust bearing. Insert the end, or drive
shaft, in the end bearing. Do not tighten set screws until conveyor assembly is completed.
Place the first screw section in the trough, slipping the end, or drive shaft, into the pipe end. Secure tightly with coupling bolts.
Install so that conveyor end lugs are opposite the carrying side of the flight.
Place a coupling shaft into the opposite end of conveyor pipe. Tighten coupling bolts.
Insert coupling shaft into hanger bearing and clamp hanger to trough.
Assemble alternately, conveyor screws, couplings and hangers until all screws are installed.
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1) With Hangers: Assemble screw section so that flighting at each end is approximately 180° from ends of flighting of adjacent
sections. Also, adjust conveyor screw and thrust unit so that hangers are equally spaced between adjacent screws.
2) Without Hangers: (close coupled) Assemble screws so that flighting at adjoining ends of screw sections align to produce a
continuous helix surface. (Note coupling holes have been drilled in assembly to allow for flight alignment.)
Remove hanger clamps and bolt hanger to trough with the bearing centered between conveyor screws.
Install trough covers in proper sequence. Properly locate inlet openings. Handle covers with reasonable care to avoid warping or
bending.
Attach covers to trough with fasteners provided.
Install drive at proper location and in accordance with separate instructions or drawing provided.
Check screw rotation for proper direction of material travel after electrical connections have been made but before attempting to
handle material. Incorrect screw rotation can result in serious damage to the conveyor and to related conveying and drive equipment.
If necessary, reconnect electrical leads to reverse rotation of conveyor and direction of material flow.

Operation
Lubricate all bearings and drives per service instructions. Gear reducers are normally shipped without lubricant. Refer to service
instructions for lubrication.
In start-up of the conveyor, operate several hours empty as a break in period. Observe for bearing heat up, unusual noises or
drive misalignment. Should any of these occur, check the following and take necessary corrective steps. (Non-lubricated hanger
bearings may cause some noise.)
1) When anti-friction bearings are used, check for proper lubrication. Insufficient or excess lubricant will cause high operating
temperatures.
2) Misalignment of trough ends, screws, hangers and trough end can cause excessive maintenance and poor life expectancy.
3) Check assembly and mounting bolts; tighten if necessary.
Do not overload conveyor. Do not exceed conveyor speed, capacity, material density or rate of flow for which the conveyor and
drive were designed.
If the conveyor is to be inoperative for a prolonged period of time, operate conveyor until cleared of all material. This is particularly important when the material conveyed tends to harden or become more viscous or sticky if allowed to stand for a period of
time.
It may be necessary to recenter hanger bearings after running material in conveyor.

Maintenance
Practice good housekeeping. Keep the area around the conveyor and drive clean and free of obstacles to provide easy access
and to avoid interference with the function of the conveyor and drive.
Establish routine periodic inspections of the entire conveyor to insure continuous maximum operating performance.
To replace conveyor screw section, proceed as follows:
1) Removal of a section, or sections, usually must proceed from the end opposite the drive. Make sure drive and electrical
power are disconnected before starting to disassemble.
2) Remove the trough end, sections of screws, coupling shafts and hangers until all sections have been removed or until the
damaged or worn section is reached and removed.
3) To reassemble follow the above steps in reverse order.
4) Quick detachable conveyor screws can be removed at intermediate locations without first removing adjacent sections.
Replacement parts can be identified from a copy of the original packing list or invoice.
The coupling bolt contains a lock nut that may become damaged when removed. It is recommended practice to replace them
rather than re-use them when changing conveyor screw sections.

Hazardous Operations
Screw conveyors are not normally manufactured or designed to operate handling hazardous materials or in a hazardous environment.
Hazardous materials can be those that are explosive, flammable, toxic or otherwise dangerous to personnel if they are not completely and thoroughly contained in the conveyor housing. Special construction of screw and conveyor housing with gaskets and
special bolted covers can sometimes be used for handling this type of material.
Special conveyors are not made or designed to comply with local, state or federal codes for unfired pressure vessels.
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Warning &
Safety Reminder
Thomas Conveyor does not install conveyors; consequently it is the responsibility of the contractor,
installer, owner and user to install, maintain and
operate the conveyor, components and conveyor
assemblies in such a manner as to comply with the
Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health
Act and with all state and local laws and ordinances
and the American National Standard Institute (ANSI)
B20.1 Safety Code.
In order to avoid an unsafe or hazardous condition, the assemblies or parts must be installed and
operated in accordance with the following minimum
provisions.
1. Conveyors shall not be operated unless all covers
and/or guards for the conveyor and drive unit are
in place. If the conveyor is to be opened for
inspection cleaning, maintenance or observation,
the electric power to the motor driving the conveyor must be LOCKED OUT in such a manner that
the conveyor cannot be restarted by anyone;
however remote from the area, until conveyor
cover or guards and drive guards have been
properly replaced.
2. If the conveyor must have an open housing as a
condition of its use and application, the entire conveyor is then to be guarded by a railing or fence in
accordance with ANSI standard B20.1-1993, with
special attention given to section 6.12.
3. Feed openings for shovel, front loaders or other
manual or mechanical equipment shall be
constructed in such a way that the conveyor opening is covered by a grating. If the nature of the
material is such that a grating cannot be used,
then the exposed section of the conveyor is to be
guarded by a railing or fence and there shall be a
warning sign posted.
4. Do not attempt any maintenance or repairs of the
conveyor until power has been LOCKED OUT.
5. Always operate conveyor in accordance with

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

these instructions and those contained on the
caution labels affixed to the equipment.
Do not place hands or feet in the conveyor.
Never walk on conveyor covers, grating or
guards.
Do not use conveyor for any purpose other than
that for which it was intended.
Do not poke or prod material into the conveyor
with a bar or stick inserted through the openings.
Keep area around conveyor drive and control
station free of debris and obstacles.
Always regulate the feeding of material into the
unit at a uniform and continuous rate.
Do not attempt to clear a jammed conveyor until
power has been LOCKED OUT.
Do not attempt field modification of conveyor or
components.
Screw conveyors are not normally manufactured
or designed to handle materials that are
hazardous to personnel. These materials which
are hazardous include those that are explosive,
flammable, toxic or otherwise dangerous to
personnel. Conveyors may be designed to handle
these materials. Conveyors are not manufactured
or designed to comply with local, state or federal
codes for unfired pressure vessels. If hazardous
materials are to be conveyed or if the conveyor is
to be subjected to internal or external pressure,
Thomas should be consulted prior to any modifications.

Thomas insists that disconnecting and locking out
the power to the motor driving the unit provides the
only real protection against injury. Secondary safety
devices are available; however, the decision as to
their need and the type required must be made by
the owner-assembler as we have no information
regarding plant wiring, plant environment, the interlocking of the screw conveyor with other equipment,
extent of plant automation, etc. Other devices should
not be used as a substitute for locking out the power

prior to removing guards or covers. We caution that
use of the secondary devices may cause employees
to develop a false sense of security and fail to lock
out power before removing covers or guards. This
could result in a serious injury should the secondary
device fail or malfunction.
There are many kinds of electrical devices for
interlocking of conveyors and conveyor systems
such that if one conveyor in a system or process is
stopped other equipment feeding it, or following it
can also be automatically stopped.
Electrical controls, machinery guards, railings,
walkways, arrangement of installation, training of
personnel, etc., are necessary ingredients for a safe
working place. It is the responsibility of the contractor, installer, owner and user to supplement the
materials and services furnished with these necessary
items to make the conveyor installation comply with
the law and accepted standards.
Conveyor inlet and discharge openings are
designed to connect to other equipment or machinery
so that the flow of material into and out of the
conveyor is completely enclosed.
One or more caution signs (as illustrated below)
are attached to conveyor housings, conveyor covers
and screw elevator housings. Please order replacement caution labels should the labels attached to this
equipment become illegible.
The label shown below has been reduced in
size. The actual size is printed next to the label. For
more detailed instructions and information, please
request a free copy of our “Screw Conveyor Safety,
Installation, Operation, Maintenance Instructions.”
The Conveyor Equipment Manufacturer’s
Association (CEMA) has produced an audio-visual
presentation entitled “Safe Operation of Screw
Conveyors, Drag Conveyors, and Bucket Elevators.”
Thomas encourages acquisition and use of this
source of safety information.

PROMINENTLY
DISPLAY
IN WORK AREAS
Use Label “A” on
Belt Guard

LABEL A ACTUAL SIZE 5" x 21/2"

Use Label “B” on
Ends of Trough,
Middle of Covers
and at Inlet Opening.
(Use Vertical or
Horizontal Label
Depending on
Space Available)
Use Label “C” on
Top of Covers.

LABEL B
ACTUAL SIZE 6" x 3"
LABEL C

ACTUAL SIZE 5" x 21/2"
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